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Abstract.

This paper reports on the form and the logical semantics of inductive

definitions in the wide-spectrum design language COLD-K. It is
shown how and when predicate definitions of the form the smallest P
satisfying property A(P) can be transformed into monotonic predicate
functions with P as their least fixpoint.
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Introduction

This paper reports on aninterestingaspect of the design of the language COLD-K: the form of
inductive definitions of predicates and functions. COLD-K (Common Object-oriented Language
for Design, K stands for kernel) is a-wider spectrum design language developed at Philips
mainly in the ESRPIT,proj'ectsaFAST and METEOR. We
Research Laboratories
refer to [FJOKRR87] for a survey of COLD, to [FJKR87] for a formal definition of COLD=K

and its semantics, and to [J88] for an informal introduction to COLD-K.
1. 1. Outline of COLD-K

The central notion of COLD-K is the class. A class can be seen as an abstract machine having a
collection of states. These states are many-sorted algebras with predicates and (partial)

functions, all states of a class having the same signature. States can be modified
nondeterministically by procedures which belong to the clasp the basic change actions are the=
creation of a new object -and the modification of a function or a predicate. Moreover a procedure
can have parameters and return one or more objects.
Classes can be described by giving definitions of the sorts, functions and predicates, of its states
and of the procedures that can modify the states, and also by giving axioms. These definitions
and axioms take roughly the form of sentences of an extension of first-order dynamic logic;
there is, however, no direct reference to states.
Class descriptions can,-be subjected to modularisation and parametrisation operations, and this

results in schemes. Finally schemes can be combined to-form components-which constitute
systems. In this paper, the aspects of modularisation and structuring in COLD will not be

considered.
1.2. Semantics
The semantics of- a.class.description consists of, a signature E ,.and a theory T in the language
of MPLw(E). MPL(O (Many=sorted Partial infinitary Logic) is An extension of classical first-

order logic with. sorts, definedness predicates Is for every sort S (tis means:--- t is a defined
term of sort S), partial functions (i.e. f(x)I does not-hold. automatically),
tx:S(A)
(meaning: the unique x of sort. -S satisfying -A). an.,, eouritably infinite conjunctions AnAn
and disj.un'ctions VnAn-. MPL(O is a definitionai`extension. of L6)1c (firs-t-order logic with
A An and, V An;see [K64], [L65]) and shares with it a Completeness Theorem and the
Interpolation Property. See [KR89] for more information on MPLw.
The semantics <E,T> of a class description C is obtained as follows. The signature E
contains the sort, function, predicate and procedure names occurring in C and an additional
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sort called state. The type of the functions and predicates in E is the type they have in C,
extended with the input type state (recall that functions and predicates can change when the
state changes). Procedures in C become predicates in E, having astype.the combined inputand output type of the procedure° in : C extended with twice the sort state {(for procedures are
nondeternunistic state transformers, here modeled as relations oust to with input and 6utput°
parameters).. The theory T is axiomatized by the interpretation in MPLw of the axioms and the
definitions of the functions, predicates and procedures.
1.3. Direct and inductive definitions of predicates

We now consider how predicates P can be defined. First there is the direct definition

P(x,y,z)

H

A(x,y;,z

by -means, of.a-assertion, A in which P does not Occur. Another frequently used device is the
inductive. definition,- where P is .defined as the smallest predicate satisfying some assertion B

which usually does contain P. A well-known and simple example, to be used more-often in
this paper, is- the definition of N, the natural numbers, considered here as -a unary predicate:
(1)

;N:-,is the smallest predicate, satisfying N(0) n Vx(N(x) - N(x+1)).

But, this is only one way to-presentinduc-tive--definitions,=another is to. define- P as the least

fixpoint ti of amonotonic operator.:(D onrpredicates:, the definition of N then reads
(2)

N =def t(AP. { x I x= 0 v 3y(x = y+1 A P(y)) } ).

Definition (2) is, in some sense, more explicit than (1), and it is trivial to define its semantics in
logical terms if the logic used allows the definition of least fixpoints of predicate operators. This
is e.g. the case for the logic MPL, a forerunner of MPLw introduced in -[JKR86] for the.
definition of the semantics of COLDS-flat; anrearlier version of COLD-K.
On the other hand,;definitions` of type~ (2) have the .disadvantage that they are harder to read- and

more difficult, to devise. Although. the prime objective during the design of COLD-K was to
create aalanguage .with a -well-estab shed formal semantics rather than a language: that was easy

to use, it was considered appropriate to try.to_incorporate a formalism to define inductive

definitions of type (1) But the problem to, be solved then was: how to define the logical
semantics of definitions like (1)?
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In second-order logics oath enough comprehension, thus is no, problem: predicate definitions

P is the smallest predicate satisfying A(P)

can be made explicit by P(x)

H

A(P).-

3X(X(x);n'dY(A(Y):

- /y(X(y), Y(y))). However,

second-order logic was thought to be far too heavy and not well enough understood to provide
the semantics of COLD-K. This led to considering weaker extensions of first-order logic such
as MPL and MPLw .of which the, second one has -been chosen, for .the following-reasons:,
i) the Interpolation Property, desirable for an- adequate sementics of modularisation and
parametrisation, holds for MPLw and not for MPL (see [R89a]);
ii) fixpoints, _g (D of continuous predicate -functions. 0, can be expressed. explicitly:°in. MPLw as

follows: W D.= V An with A0 -_ -L,. An+i i((An).
So the problem is solve, -,if we. can find a method to transform formulae: A.-= A(X) in

definitions of type (1) into predicate operators"

(D

for definitions of type.(2). The rest of this

paper is devoted to finding: and elaborating this=method
2

Preliminaries

In the rest of this paper, we consider the situation from two perspectives: that of set theory and
that of logic. The logic we-have in mind is MPL0, but.for, simplicity we restrict it most of the

time to L(0t6). We shall use a definitional extension L in which the following are present:
- term substitution [x:=t]A=
- predicate variables X, Y, ... , all assumed to be unary (for the sake of simplicity), with the
equivalent,, notations X(t) and, tE X,;
K;

_

~

- defined predicates {x I A) , with. the meaning given by a tE { x I A } - { x I A) (t)` -. jx= =t] A;

- predicate substitution of the defined predicate D for the predicate variable X in the formula
A denoted by [X:=D]A;
- predicate substitution [X4-:=D] and [X-:=D], which only act on the positive resp. negative
occurrences of X; ,

-predicate .functions AX:A and predicate operators
A), with the: meaning given. by
(AX.A)D = [X:=D]A, (AX. ( x I A})D = {x I [X:=D]A}.
L will sometimes be used to denote the collection of formulae of the language of L; L(X) is
the subset of L of formulae containing no predicatev.ariables- besides
and L(X,x) the
subset of L(X) of formulae containing no individual variables besides x.
I

For reasoning in the realm of sets we fix a universe U, so elements are elements of U and sets
are subsets of U. y is the first cardinal larger than the cardinality of U. We define- xc =def
{ yE U I y:#x } for elements x.
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Operators c between ,sets`are called.monotonic if if,, VXY(X C Y = cIX c (DY) 'and
continuous if X19 X2 C X3 C ... implies I(u(Xn I nE co)) = u((D(Xn) I nE co); I is a
closure operator if it is monotonic and VX(X C I?(X) = cp(ch(X))). <.
A condition C is a subset of p(U); the notations X e C and C(X) have the same meaning.
C is called. r-closed if, for all conditions .C' c p (U), we have VXE`C!(C(X)) =* -C(rr)'C')
The link between the-set-theoretic andxhe_logicalperspective is provided.byinte'pr`etationof

expressions of the language L in aamodel with U asdits: universe The details of tfiis`arefairly
standard and will not be given here. We=only observe- that defined, predicates are interpreted by

sets, predicate functions by conditions:and-predicate'operators-by operators between sets.
For the restof this paper, we assume.som6,interpretation i of L into U 'to be given, acting
as a parameter; it is clear that I is completely determined`by its effect on the nonlogical
constants (function and predicate symbols) of L. A set; X His called L-definable or elementary,
(modulo I) if there is a formula A withil, VA closed °(i.e. having no free variables) and, X =
I({ x I A 1); similar for conditions and operators, So. the interpretations ,by I of the nonlogical s

constants act as parameters in this definability notion.

3 What are inductive definitions?
3.1. In [A77], Aczel defines -the notion-of inductive definition of a set X by

X is the smallest set closed under a collection of rules R

(3)

rules are of the form Y - y, where Y is a set and y an element; element;-'a set. Z is closed under rule
Y -> y,, i f f - Z C Y

`-y E Z holds. (1) is a good definition; for

X = n{Z I `dr (=- R(Z is closed under r));

(4)

this follows from the fact that the condition CR with CR(Z) = Vr E R(Z is closed under 'r) is
n-closed. This observation=suggests an, alternative,and more abstract notion of indoCdive
definition:
(5)

,

°_X, is the smallest set satisfying the -n-closed,condition C;

this is also a good definition, for
(6)

X=n{ZIC(Z)}.:
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We observe that (4) and (6) are examples of impredicative definitions: X is defined in terms of
the collection of subsets of U, to which X itself belongs: For the-`case' of (4), there is a wellknown method (named after its inventor S.C. Kleene) to obtain a more 'constructive- definition
of X in stages: it is the construction of the least fixpoint t I) of the monotonic set operator ch
_ OR, defined by OR(Z) = Z u {y I there is a rule- Y--* y =in R with Yc Z}.. The definition
reads ((x, (3 range over the ordinals):

µ =U{(Dal=a<y}:,°where Oa=defU{(DPi 5<a}
then µ(ft) = n{Z I C(Z)} (for a proof and more information we refer to [A77, 1.3] and
[KR89, 4.1]).
.
If t is continuous, then we can stop the definition of tt at w, and X = u { (Dn I nE w } ; then
we have a genuinely predicative definition of X which can be approximated in a finite number
of steps. If t happens to be a closure operator then the construction becomes trivial, for µ0
= 01 = ct(O), so only one step suffices.
In the next subsection, we try to answer the following question: is it possible to generalize the
transition CR -4 (DR to definitions of type (6) where we know nothing of the form of the
condition C?

3.2. A syntactical trick

Let us have a closer look at the two inductive definitions (1) and (2) of N given in 1.3, but
now in a slightly different formulation.

N is the smallest predicate X, satisfying CN(X),
where CN,(X). = X(0) A `dx(X(x) -* X(x+1));.
N =def t(XX.{x I BN(X,x)}), where BN(X,x) =def (x = 0 v 3y(x =y+1 A X(y)))

To find out how BN can be obtained from CN, we rewrite CN to
-i(--1X(0) v 3y(X(y) A -iX(y+l))),
and now it is not hard to see that BN can be obtained from CN by replacing the positive
occurrences of X by [z I z#x } and dropping the leftmost negation sign:

{z I z#x}(0) v 3y(X(y) A -,{z I z#x}(y+1)),
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nation of CN into AX. { x l BN(X,x) }. in

which is equivalent to : BN. We =capture
the following definition:
AX. C =:def

J

1 [X+:

{z,1 z x}]C}>,

and µ(AX.CN) = N, but can this be generalized? Let us
In the case of N, AX.CN =
therefore consider the transition from the condition C to the predicate operator xAX.C in a settheoretic setting.
3.3. From conditions to operations
We start with the following diagram summarizing the situation- described in-section: 3. 1:

with the definitions

F =def { cI : p (U) -a p (U) I (I monotonic }
C =def { C C p.(U) I C is n-closed }

t: C -* p (U) is defined by t(C) = ri {X "I C(X) }
µ: F -4 p(U) is defined by µ(I) = n{X I cI(X) c X)
0 : F -4 C is defined by 0(cI) _ {X I cI(X) C X}
One easily verifies that 0 is well-defined and that 0((IR) = CR (with (IR, CR as in section
3. 1). We have the following facts:
µ((D) = v{cIa l a < y}

to'(µ
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What we are looking for is a right inverse yr : C --) F of 0, for then the diagram, commutes
(since µ o yr = t o 0 o W= t). A possible definition is

yr(C)(X) = n{Y D X I C(Y)}.
DX
Then tI is well-defined -and q -0 y r = idc, for 0(yf(C)) = {,X I yr(C)(X) c X } = :{ X i r { Y
I C(Y):} c X = .{X-I r)-.{Y D X 1 C(Y')} =fX} = {X I C(X);} = C; for the fourth equality, we
-used that C(n{Y=)X I C(Y)}) holds, as a consequence of the n-closedness of C.
,

At first sight it seems that this yr works; there are, however, two objections. Firstly, yr has a
nonelementary definition; hence has no counterpart:`in IL.' --Sec- ondly, yt(C) appearsto be- a

closure operator, since X c n{Y:::X I-C(Y)} = yr(C-)(X) and- r(C)(yr(C)(X)) = i(C)(-,{Y='
=) X t C(Y) }) = n{.Z =) n{. Y X
=) I C(Y) l °C(Z) } =-n { Y X
:D I C(Y) } ==yr(C)(X ); where the
n-closedness of C is used for=thethiid equality. =As a consequence, t(C)= yr(C)(S) so all
induction steps are absorbed in the definition of yr(C)

So this direct transition from C to F does not work, and we try it indirectly. The syntactical
trick of 3.2 suggests to consider conditions C as the diagonal of binary relations -D = D(X,Y),
i.e. C(X) = D(X,X). We therefore define D =as the-collection of=binary'relatioris-on sets which
are antimonotonic in their first argument and both monotone and r)-closed in their second
argument, so

D = {D c V(U)2 I VXX.'-YY'{D(X,Y)=n"X'cX n YcY-a. D(X',Y)) -and=
b'XVCca (U)(VYE C D(X,Y) - D(X,nC)) ).

The diagonalizing mapping S : D -* C defined by -8(D)(X) H D(X,X) maps D into C,
for D(X,X) is n-closed if D e D: to seethis, assume VXE C,,D(X,X), then b'XE C
D(nC,X) (for D(X,Y) is antimonotonic in X), hence D(nC,riC) (for D(X,Y) is n-closed
in Y).
A mapping a : F -- D hichgommutes with 0 ,and fi is-straightforward: put a((D)(X,Y)
H 1(X) c Y. For the other way round, we find inspiration in the definition of AX.A
presented in the previous section, and -weput

P : D - F is defined by P(D)(X) = {x I -,D(X,{y I y:#x))).
This turns out to work, for we have
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3.3,1. Lemma.,
i) (x o R = idyl;
ii) (3 O

a = idF;
i) a((3(D))(X,Y) t--> (3(D)(X) c Y H [x I -iD(X, { y I y#x })) c Y H Vx(-,D(X, { y I

y#x}) -* xEY)-- H `dxeY D(X,(y I y x})- a tD(X,r ((y-1 y#x} I x Y}) H D(X,Y).
ii) (3(ct()))(X) _ {x.l F-ia(s).(X,{y I3y#x'})) _ {x I; = (.)(X) c {y I.y:#x})) = {=x I xe)(X)} _
I)(X).
.;

,

iii)

0 (3=S0 ao(3=S°idD=S.

We observe that -a and P have elementary definitions What is-,s

missing is. a mapping

from- C -rv to ;D which. commutes with S ; and has an elementary definition.-, We do not intend to

give such a mapping. here: presumably it does not exist in. this set-theoretic context. However,
we can get quite close to-this by defining.a; subset S of >1I -formulae :which can be seen as

representations of elementary conditions in D. This; is done _as-follows:: define S and the

mappings p and a by
S =def.. {-A ee L(X) I I(AXY. TXt!.-Y]A)-E,, 1P)_ (Y not-in A)

p-: S - C is defined by p(A)v.= I(AX.A)
a -: S--* D is defined by. 6(A) = I(AXY. [X+- = Y] A)
It is evident that S o a = p, so p is well-defined and we have the following commuting
diagram- (where. * indicates the non-elementary mapp

S

F
R

We summarize the upshot of this section in a theorem:

3.3.2. Theorem. For every condition C = p(A) in the range of p, an elementary monotonic
operator I) = J3((Y(A)) = I(OX.A) can be found which satisfies µI) = tC.
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3.4. Syntactical conditions
In this section we return to the logical perspective and establish some syntactically defined

subsets of S. Since [X+:=Y]A is always antimonotonic in X and monotonic in Y, we have
S = {A E L(X) I I(AXY.[X+:=Y]A) is n-closed in its second argument-}

3.4.1. Lemma. S contains all formulae of the form

A b'(A -4 X(t)) (X not negatively in A),
i.e. all (finite or infinite) conjunctions of universally quantified formulae of the form A -> X(t)
where X does not occur negatively in A.
Proof. This is a consequence of

X(t) E S
A 1,A2,... E S = An A n

E S;

A E S, X not negatively in B = B --4 A E S
AE S => VxA :E" S.
The previous lemma describes a.collection of formulae for which thethe, first part of the method

works: going from a formula A defining a n-closed condition I(AX.A),E C to an operator
I(AX.A) whose fixpoint equals the smallest set satisfying I(AX.A). The second-step is -the
restriction to L-definable fixpoints, which is accomplished if the operator I(AX.A) is
continuous, for then the fixpoint is reached in a countable number of steps (viz. (0) and hence
definable by an infinite disjunction in L. So we define x

SX.A = VnBn, where Bp =1, Bn+1 =
Cts = { A E L(X,x) I I(AX. {:x IA J) }) is continuous)
Adm = {A E S I -i[X+:=(z I z:#x}]A E Cts}
and we have: if A E Adm, then SX.A is the predicate inductively defined by A, i.e.
(7)

,[X =.SX.A]A,_i.e..,SX:A satisfies A;

(8)

A - a SX:A c X, i:e. if X= satisfies A , then X extends SX.A.
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3.4.2. Lemma. Cts contains all formulae of the form

VE(A n X(tl),A... -, X(tn)) (P noun, A)
i.e. all (finite or infinite) disjunctions of existentially quantified formulae A1A...AAn, where Ai

is of the form. X(t) or does not contain X.
Proof. This is a consequence of the following closure properties:

X(t) E Cts
A E Cts if X not in A

Al,A2,... E Cts = V An E Cts

A, BECts =
A E Cts => 3yA E Cts

Now we define the class of formulae for which the full method works:

3.4.3. Definition. A Horn formula in X is a formula of the form.

Ad(A A X(sl) A ... A X(sn) ---) X(O) (X not in A),
i.e. a (finite or infinite) conjunction of universally quantified formulae of the form :.Al A ... W

Am ---) X(t): (m?0), where Ai is of the form X(s) or does not contain X. The collection of all

Horn formulae in X is denoted Horn.

3.4.4. Lemma. Horn e Adm..
Proof. Horn c S is evident; if AE Horn: then. -;[X+ {y l -y#x}]AE C-ts ' by lemma 3.4.2.
So AE Adm.
3.4.5. Theorem. If A is a Horn- formula in X then -SX.A.is the predicate inductively defined
by A, hence satisfes (7) and (8).
4

Inductive definitions of,functions'n

For inductively defined functions the story is somewhat more,complicated. We now need a
logical language with, definedness predicate ,,and with. descriptions (viz. the description of

MPLcO in 1.2). The method now proceeds by first going from functions f to functional
predicates F+ with f(x) = y t->
F explicit by SF,
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followed by going back from the predicate SF.A to the function S£A using descriptions:
Sf.A = A.x.ty.(SF.A). There is another complication: the condition needed for

[f:=Sf.A]A, i.e. Sf.A satisfies A,

A -4 Sf.A c f, i.e. if f satisfies A, then f extends KA
to hold, has two parts-One is as for predicates and can be approximated with a syntactical
criterion -Horn(f), requiring A -,w be a conjunction of universally :quantified formulae of the

form Al A ... A Am A s.L -4 f(s)->t where Ai is of the form Pi(ti) - or does not:contain-- f
and with f not in s; here f(s)->t abbreviates ti - f(s)=t. The other condition, however, has
to do with the functionality of the predicate used to define Sf.A and this functionality
requirement eludes syntactical characterisation.
As an example, we give the inductive. definition of add (addition) in terms of 0 (zero) and S
(successor). We assume that the: quantifiers range over .the; natural numbers. Now

`dx(add(x,0)->x) A VxVy(add(x,S(y))->S(add(x,y)))
inductively defines add (although it does, not .belong to Horn(.dd) properly). The
functionality requirement involved here: follows from the properties of 0 and S. We refer to
[R89b, D.4.5] for more details.
5

Final rein arks, conclusions

5. 1. For the sake of completeness, we give the definition of the semantics [ . ] of inductive
definitions in COLD-K:

[FUNC f:S1#...#Sn ->SIND A]
Vxi:Sl:...Vxn:Sn :( f('

~ (5f.[ A ])(xl,...,xn) )

[PPED,P:S:1# ... #SnIND_ A].
.= Vxl,Sl>

'Vxn: n (.P(xl,-..

<- .(BP,[ A])(x1,...,xn) )

5.2. It appears that Adm is not closed under -, so formulae equivalent to an element of
Horn are not always in Ac1fl however, if .A = B are both element of Adm then 8X .A
SX.B. On the other hand, Adm is closed under a stronger:equivalence, -=xrdefined by
A =X B =def [X+:=Y]A = [X+:=Y]B,
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where Y is a predicate symbol not occurring in in. A, B.
5.3. As a conclusion, we can say that a method to give a formal semantics to definitions of type
(9)

X is the smallest predicate satisfying A -

has been found: It does not=al=ways yield a.predicate satisfying (9), but that is not surprising if

one realizes that not all definitions of type (9) are correct, let alone inductive. However, if A is
a Horn; formula, then the method -works correctly.
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